I. INTRODUCTION
In [ 11 a systematic (1 6, 8) code was presented for correcting double errors and detecting triple-adjacent errors within %bit bytes. We will first rearrange the columns of the parity matrix H given in [I] to obtain a new matrix H that can correct double errors and detect all triple-adjacent errors. The restriction of detecting triple-adjacent errors within 8-bit bytes has been removed. We wilI then give another parity matrix H that results in a systematic (16, 8) code that can correct all 16 single errors, correct 1 13 of the 120 double errors, detect seven double errors, correct seven of 14 triple adjacent errors, detect seven triple adjacent errors and correct all quadruple adjacent errors. In the next section we give the two H matrices and demonstrate their error detectiodcorrection capabilities.
CODE CONSTRUCTION
We start with the H matrix of the systematic (16, 8) Note that the first eight columns of H form an 8 x 8 circulant submatrix C, and the last eight columns form an 8 x 8 identity matrix. The above matrix can detect triple-adjacent errors in 8-bit bytes as the syndromes for the triple-adjacent errors at the 8-bit boundary is the same as the syndrome for a double error. For example the sum (modulo 2) of the eighth, ninth, and tenth columns of H is, In [I] a (16, 8) double error correcting quasi-cyclic (QC) code was presented which can also detect all triple-adjacent errors within each 8-bit byte. This code is useful in computer memory applications where adjacent errors are more likely than single random errors. Two rearrangements of the parity check matrix of this code are given in [2] . The first allows for the correction of all triple adjacent errors, in addition to double error correction. The second can correct most double and triple adjacent errors, and also all quadruple adjacent errors.
A new arrangement of the parity check matrix is presented here which preserves double error correction, and also allows for triple and quadruple adjacent error correction. In addition, errors in 5 and 6 adjacent bits can be detected.
The ( Table I , which lists the coefficients of s(x) with the lowest degree at the top. The syndrome weights are given to aid in distinguishing between them. The syndromes for triple-adjacent errors are given in columns j and k. Columnj has wieight 5 and differs from the only other column 
